China Tour 16 - 29 Sept 2017
Yangtze Cruise & Taoist Mountain Paradise
Traveling with the Academy is a fun
filled adventure. You are never lonely or
neglected. You are with friends !

A trip through China with Grandmaster
Khor is an eye opening experience.
The itinerary is personally selected by
Grandmaster Khor, visiting only the
most worthwhile sights with particular focus on history & culture relevant and meaningful to you.

It is like traveling with an extended
family. There is always someone to
share your delights and excitements.

And with Grandmaster Khor leading the
tour, you can truly relax, knowing that
you are always in safe hands in China.

With in-depth sightseeing, sumptuous
Chinese health cuisine, and exquisite
shopping. It’s a truly cultural experience. One you will never forget !

Friends and spouses are also welcome.
Tai Chi is optional. Join in only if you
wish. No previous experience necessary.

Plus Tai Chi & Qigong Training with
Grandmaster Khor & Taoist Masters.

MightyYangtze Cruise

Tiger Dragon Mt.

Immortal’s Yellow Mt.

Taoist Qiyun Mt.
Legendary Wudang Mt

Airfares, Hotels, Meals, Sightseeing all included in $4999
Book with deposit of $500 to Australian Academy of Tai Chi

All Enquiries: (02) 9797 9355
Email : aatc@optusnet.com.au

Website : www.livingchi.com.au

ANCIENT CHINA : Land of Divine & Magic
There was a time when the world was full of splendour and miracles. Immortals &
sages walked the land, and emperors ruled by the will of Heaven. People lived in
harmony with the universe and believed in a connection among all things. The divine guided and inspired. You could see it in the arts, hear it in the music, and
sense it in the air. Join us on a magical tour of Ancient China.
Let Grandmaster Khor take you on an extraordinary journey to ancient China’s
divine civilization. See spectacular live show of Classical Chinese, ethnic
and folk dances with beautiful costumes, and breathtaking backdrops , all accompanied by enchanting orchestral sound. It’s a stunning experience you won’t
find anywhere else.
Yangtze River Cruise takes you through the awesome three gorges and the
Three Gorges Dam, giving you opportunity to see some of the most spectacular
scenery imaginable. Daily excursion to visit Ghost City, adventurous upstream
mini cruise to spot monkeys & Mandarin Ducks . Partake in Majhong, Bush painting and Calligraphy, Plus sunrise & sunset Tai Chi as we cruise through the mighty
colourful Yangtze River.
Yellow Mt. is one of the most beautiful mountains in China. Listed as a World
Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1990, its spectacular panoramic natural scenery includes pines on outcrops, picturesque rocks, and mystical seas of cloud. Visiting the Yellow Mountains is like dream-walking into a Taoist painting.
Wudang Mt. is the sacred Taoist mountain where the legendary Taoist Zhang San
Feng created the Tai Chi art. Massive exquisite temples are located at strategic
points with panoramic views overlooking valleys and mountains. Mountain peaks
with floating clouds, caves, springs and grotesque rocks invoke magical inspiration.
Dragon Tiger Mt. is one of Four Sacred Mountains of Taoism. Covering an area
of 220 square kilometres, there are 99 peaks, 24 caves and 108 natural and human
landscapes. Its unique landform is listed World Heritage by UNESCO in August
2010.
Mount Qiyun is a Sacred Toaist mountain and a national park. The highest
point of the mountain is 585 meters. Mount Qiyun is famous for its numerous inscriptions and tablets, as well as monasteries and temples.
•
•

HEALTHY BANQUET CUISINES EVERYDAY
AN ADVENTURE YOU WILL NEVER FORGET!

